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Within weeks, SSC enhanced capacity through various means such as
expanding the network, security and infrastructure, increased the flexibility and
capabilities of our contact centre infrastructure, increased teleconferencing,
enabled videoconferencing for emergency response staff, and accelerated the
availability of collaboration tools for the public service. SSC will continue to
work tirelessly to ensure that the GC is operationally effective and productive
and that Canadians continue to receive the critical support and services on
which they depend.

The COVID-19 pandemic has placed an unprecedented demand on the
Government of Canada (GC) Information Technology (IT) infrastructure because
of the necessity to continue to provide services to Canadians mainly through
digital operations. The concept of working anywhere, anytime became a reality
overnight, forcing the GC into an immediate culture change. Shared Services
Canada (SSC) accelerated this agenda to help the public service quickly and
efficiently transition to modified inclusive work scenarios.

How we worked

What has changed

Pre-COVID

At home, reliant on digital
infrastucture for all interactions

In offices, boardrooms, and workshops
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teleconference
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teleconference
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Secure Remote
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Travelling and
commuting
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106%+
Videoconferencing is now the
default, advancing the goal of
digital government

Videoconferencing was
secondary to in-person
meetings

ENABLING WORKSPACES
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME

212.5%

of bandwidth

40 GBPS

SUPPORTING COLLABORATION
FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS

39 departments
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60 GBPS

Working remotely
was the exception,
not the rule

During COVID

50%

increase of Enterprise Internet
bandwidth, enabling the GC to
stay connected with Canadians
and allows for greater GC-wide
information sharing
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users of the
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Active MS Teams users
across the GC departments
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federal First

New WebEx service with
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SSC 3.0: An Enterprise Approach

Responders enrolled
for mobile internet

all

Support GC resumption strategy

183,000
mobile accounts
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WebEx accounts
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Wi-Fi calling has
been activated for

New GC COVID
collaboration
system

20,000

New digital products supporting GC
policy, program and service delivery

Over

daily users, advancing digital government
by doubling the capacity of public servants
working remotely

Almost

Living with COVID

are using
MS Teams
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What we are preparing for

1,084
users

enrolled for the secure
Executive emergency
collaboration system
through M365
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